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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RECORD

Date:  6/20/2005

Time:  2:15 PM

Mail Control
or  Report No(s).

Not yet
assigned

License No(s). 29-00304-01 Docket No(s). 030-05233

Name of Licensee: Conopco dba Unilever Research and Development - Edgewater

Name of Participant(s): Scott Spoerl

Telephone No. 201-894-2794

Subject:
(NOTE:  This will be used as the 
 Documents Title in ADAMS)

Request to release a facility

Summary: Scott Spoerl returned my call to Dennis Quinn, the RSO who is listed as
the contact person.  I called because the “Final Status Survey Report”
cument that was submitted has printed at the top of each page
“Privileged and Confidential”.  I had left the message with Dennis Quinn
that, if they wanted this information kept as confidential, they needed to
submit the request in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790.  I also discussed
that final status survey reports do not typically meet the criteria for
confidential information.

Mr. Spoerl confirmed that they will NOT request that this information be
kept confidential pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390.  He said that the “privileged
and confidential” statement on the page was printed by the contractor
who performed the surveys and issued the report, and Conopco/Unilever
does not consider this to meet their requirements for confidentiallity.

He also asked about the time frame of review of this document. 
Because I have looked at a good part of the report already, I told him
that I would be the reviewer.  Next steps is to complete the review, write
the EA, send the EA to NJDEP for review, and issue the Federal
Register notice.  I told him to call me anytime he wants to know the
status of the progress through this process.

Action Required: Telecon to LAT for pending; return incoming to LAT for processing
without regard to the ‘privileged and confidential” statement.

Prepared By: Betsy Ullrich, Senior Health Physicist Date: June 15, 2005


